The 69 Rally Costa Brava gets underway


The starting ceremony was held on Thursday evening from the podium located at the Pont de Pedret
in Girona.



The teams have two intense days of competition ahead of them, with 13 special stages and 175
kilometers against the clock.



The 69 Rally Costa Brava closes the season of historic rallies in Europe, with different championships
to be decided in this event.

A new edition of the Rally Costa Brava has already started the engines. Starting at 7:00 p.m., the
participants went through the podium of the event, located in the Pont de Pedret in Girona, to officially
inaugurate the 69 Rally Costa Brava.

In this edition, which is held exceptionally in November, 185 vehicles are registered coming from all
corners of the continent. The 69 Rally Costa Brava is the event that closes the FIA European Historic Rally
Championship, as well as the Spanish and Catalan Historic Rally Championships.

A large audience accompanied the participants in the starting ceremony, a prelude to the start of the
competition on Friday morning. The route that has increased its mileage by more than 30% compared to
the last edition. Thirteen stages (six on Friday, and seven on Saturday) and a total of 175 kilometers
against the clock will decide the winners of one of the most prestigious historic rallies in Europe.

Prior to the starting ceremony, an event was held to commemorate the FIA Volunteers Weekend, the
annual date on which the FIA celebrates the effort of those who dedicate their time to make motor sport
possible around the world. The event involved the presence of the winners of the Rally Costa Brava who
participate in this edition and a group of volunteers, representing the 400 people who help in the
organization of this rally.

Participants in the 69 Rally Costa Brava

The 69 Rally Costa Brava boasts an excellent participation in the different championships for which it
scores. A great example is the number of Sporting vehicles registered, more than 70. The same happens
among the more than 60 participants in the different modalities of Regularity.

All of them are accompanied by a selection of Legend vehicles, which follow the same route as the rally as
an exhibition. Among the latter are illustrious names such as the French tuner Jacques Almeras with his
co-driver "Tilber" (Porsche 911 SC), teams driving spectacular vehicles such as Frank Kelly - Lauren Kelly
(Ford Escort RS2000), Stewart Bowes - Jason Bowes (Audi Quattro S1 E2) or Lars Zander - Michelle Müller
(Ford Escort WRC), to highlight just some of the names.

Friday 18th November - First leg of the 69 Rally Costa Brava

Six stages, divided into two loops of three stages each, form the first leg of the rally. The sections to be
contested are Els Àngels, Santa Pellaia and La Ganga, with the novelty of a regrouping in Palamós, located
in the Platja Gran of the fishermen village. The stage has a total of 70 timed kilometers.

The 69 Rally Costa Brava thanks to the collaboration of Ajuntament de Girona, Diputació de Girona, Secretaria
General de l'Esport i l'Activitat Física de la Generalitat de Catalunya, Ajuntament de Santa Coloma de Farners and
Ajuntament de Fornells de la Selva; and the sponsorship of Hotels Ultonia, Costa Brava Mediterranean Foods, GT2i,
Blunik, Michelin, Loterías y Apuestas del Estado, Tecnigas, Ibis, Àgora, Alkamel, MiRally, Garatge Internacional,
Suprametal, Coca-Cola, Alcalà Auto Taller and Integral Apps.

All information and documentation of the rally is available at the RallyClassics website:
https://rallyclassics.club/en/69-rally-costa-brava/
Press contact: Sergi Blasco (comunicacion@rallyclassics.org)

